
MOM-Pre bid discussion 
 

 
1. Sh.Balraj, PLPBC terms in current work order of Asset care, whether Posting & Shifting is 

different. 
- PLPBC for Posting and Shifting will be separate as mentioned in scope document. For 

Posting, damages will be considered and for Shifting TAT No of days taken for completion 
of job will be considered. Separate PLPBC has been specified in for Payout (A) for Payout 
(B) vendor conduct compliance performance score shall be considered. 

                 
2. Sh. Venkatesh, How the invoicing done for said works. 

- There will be two separate billing for said works. One for Posting & another for Shifting. 
Posting bill will be placed on monthly basis and shifting can be Job wise or monthly. 

 
3. Sh.Balraj, In shifting activity, traffic/MCGM permissions in vendor’s scope or will be done by 

AEML executive. 
- AEML will arrange for necessary permission, vendor to support in completion of activity 

within stipulated time period. 
 

4. Sh.Venkatesh, In trail pit, if out of 10 sites in one site more than 2/3 damages observed then 
how penalty will be charged. 
- Penalty for posting/trial pit activity will be done on monthly basis and performance will be 

based on damages observed during trial pit. 
 

5. Sh.Venkatesh, Request not to apply penalty for trial pit works where in one of cases there are 
multiple damages observed at site during said works and labor engaged in such activities. 
- There is no separate line item for trial pits in current scope. Excavation labors posted along 

with Posting persons, wherever required, will do the trail pit, temporary shifting etc. 
Penalty will be applicable as per scope document mentioned for damages in billing period. 
Requirement of trail pit will be based on site conditions. 

 
6. Balraj, For labor works kindly exclude penalty for damages at site otherwise reduce % of 

penalty imposed. 
- Penalty will be application as per scope documents and will remain same. Will inform if 

there is any change in scope. 
 

7. Damages observed more in 25/50 mm LT cable compared to HT Cables at different sites. These 
cables get damaged quickly and traceability is issue 
- Vendor to do the necessary surveillance during posting work as per scope mentioned and 

ensure no damages to cable due to activities going on different sites. Basic purpose of this 
service is to monitor any damages to AEML asset and hence vendor to be more vigilant at 
site. 

 
8. Sh.Balraj, At private party premises and slum there is accessibility issue and not able to do 

proper surveillance and those sites to be excluded. 
- There is no such exclusion currently in scope of work and vendor to be vigilant for damages 

at different locations 
 



9. In last order, penalty is imposed if there is any imperfect information shared at liaison work & 
patrolling. How that will be done in current scope of work. 
- Patrolling & Liaison activities excluded from current proposal and penalty will be imposed 

for posting work based on damages at site. 
 

10. Sh.Vivek, Sh.Venkatesh, Resources deployment may vary day to day and how to do resource 
allocation. 
- Resources deployment will be based on site conditions. AEML zonal engineer, will inform 

vendor about different site, one day prior. Based on given information vendor to allocate 
resources. 

 
11. Sh.Venkatesh, As mentioned in scope the reporting time is 8 AM but reporting out time is not - 

mentioned. Sometime labor work extended hours till 7 pm. 
- Tentative duty time for vendor will be 9 AM to 6 PM but shall be monitored based on job 

completion and site requirements for particular work. 
 

12. Sh.Balraj, whether to quote based on revised PLPBC and job scope. 
- Vendor to give quotation based on job scope and PLPBC terms mentioned in tender. In case 

any revision in scope/PLPBC, revised quotation will be asked from vendor 
 

13. Sh.Balraj, Excavation line item contain barricading and additional line item for barricading is 
mentioned in BOQ 
- AEML will remove barricading from excavation line item and same will be mentioned in 

order copy.  
 

14. Sh.Vivek, Zones are identified for Posting & Shifting works. 
- 10 zones identified for Posting whereas shifting work will be done at all 25 zones based on 

requirement. 
 


